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Computational methods in vectorial imaging
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In the search for higher resolution, modern day imaging systems frequently employ objective lenses with a high
numerical aperture. Propagation of light through such lenses introduces a spatial variation in the polarisation
across the beam profile, whilst the inherently large propagation angles also necessitates inclusion of additional
transverse and axial electric field components in modelling. A full treatment of polarisation effects including such
considerations has implications at all stages in the image formation process, namely; illumination, scattering from
the sample, imaging and detection. This tutorial review considers each stage in turn and details the theories
required for rigorous modelling and analysis. In particular a generalisation of the well known Jones calculus and
ray tracing methods are shown to conveniently and accurately allow rigorous studies of high numerical aperture
confocal and conventional polarised light microscopes, imaging samples of arbitrary complexity. Generalisation
of the illumination to partially coherent, partially polarised systems is also briefly given. Whilst rigorous
modelling techniques can prove time consuming a number of simplifications and approximations can be adopted,
allowing computational gains to be achieved. Discussion in this vein is hence also presented.
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1. Introduction

The advent of the optical microscope by Janssen c.
1590 spawned a new and powerful research field, which
has grown to encompass an extensive range of imaging
modalities, such as dark field, fluorescence, spectro-
scopic studies and phase contrast for which Frits
Zernike was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1953 [1–4].
Whilst scalar theory has proven to allow significant
advances in the field to be made, it is easily recognised
that any complete treatment of optical microscopes
must consider the polarisation state of light. For
example, many common models consider the state of
polarisation to be unchanged by a lens, a fact that can
not hold true in general. Refraction of light by a high
numerical aperture (NA) lens, for instance, introduces
a large longitudinal field component [5,6]. Fresnel
transmission through the various surfaces of optical
elements can also modify the polarisation state of light.
Furthermore, biological samples often exhibit polar-
isation sensitive transmission such as optical birefrin-
gence, hence resulting in polarisation changes. Suitable
frameworks within which to describe the vectorial
properties of light are thus necessary for accurate
modelling and design of real world setups. Given these
considerations this article aims to present the concepts
required for the modelling and computation of the
structure of the electromagnetic field in the image

space of high NA, polarised light, coherent optical

microscopes. Development of the theory in this paper

will principally be in the context of microscopy;

however, the theories discussed are more widely

applicable to other vectorial imaging systems. Whilst

much of the presented theory is detailed separately in

the literature, it is hoped that the following unified

presentation serves as a tutorial in the quasi-rigorous

modelling of imaging by optical systems of almost

arbitrary complexity.
Practically all optical systems are composed of

multiple elements and surfaces through which light

propagates. Analysis of such systems is a significant

problem in optical design. Traditionally geometrical,

or ray, techniques would be used in which arbitrary ray

paths through an optical system are traced so as to

calculate the aberrations present (or any other desired

system analysis), for example by means of ABCD

matrices [7]. With the increasing popularity of surface

coatings on many components, thin film calculations

became an equally important part of the design process

to incorporate the polarisation transmission properties

of these coatings [7]. Although this combined approach

proves adequate for many systems in which propaga-

tion of light can be considered from a scalar viewpoint,

a more advanced strategy is needed to accurately

describe high NA imaging. Vectorial ray tracing
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provides a solution to this problem [8,9], which, by

allowing a ray to represent a vectorial plane wave, can

simultaneous account for both geometrical and polar-

isation effects. Section 2 thus aims to set out the

foundations of this technique, built upon a generalisa-

tion of Jones calculus, from which results will be drawn

throughout the remainder of the article. Ray tracing is

generally considered to be an approximate method,

however, Section 2 will also discuss conditions under

which vectorial ray tracing is a fully rigorous and

accurate calculation tool.
Typical microscope configurations incorporate

four distinct stages in the image formation process:

namely illumination of the sample; interaction of light

with the sample; imaging of the scattered light; and

detection. Sections 3 to 6 will consider each of these in

turn. Specifically, Section 3 considers the Debye–Wolf

diffraction integral, commonly used in focusing prob-

lems to calculate the illumination field structure

incident upon an object, or sample. The Debye–Wolf

integral represents a rigorous solution to Maxwell’s

equations; however, semi-analytic and approximate

methods can prove computationally quicker.

A number of approximations and series representa-

tions are thus also presented in this vein. An extension

for partially coherent illumination is also introduced.
Section 4 continues by considering how light

interacts with the sample structure, and how the

scattered field can be determined. In special cases

analytic results can be found, for example point-like

scatterers can be accurately modelled as dipole emit-

ters. Short discussion is hence given to point scatterers;

however, these results also prove useful in so-called

discrete dipole approximations, which will thus also be

briefly introduced. Rigorous methods fundamentally

based on Maxwell’s equations, such as finite difference

time domain methods, represent the most accurate

methods and thus Section 4 concludes by covering

some aspects pertinent to rigorous calculations.
Having calculated the field scattered from a sample,

subsequent imaging to a detector is required. Section 5

hence applies the vectorial ray tracing technique to

imaging systems. Considerations in this vein will

highlight the necessity for vectorial modelling tech-

niques by first considering the imaging properties of

a high numerical aperture microscope in the absence of

a scattering object. Development of imaging dipole

fields will be presented due to the growing interest in

single molecule imaging, but also due to the pivotal

role they can play in the imaging of arbitrary scattered

field structures. Finally, Section 6 considers a number

of alternative detection configurations commonly

employed in imaging systems, chiefly confocal,

conventional and polarimetric detection geometries.

2. Vectorial ray tracing

Jones vectors (and the associated calculus), introduced
in a series of eight papers by R. Clark Jones during the
1940s and 1950s [10–17], define the polarisation of a
monochromatic transverse electromagnetic plane wave

by specifying the complex amplitudes of the compo-
nents of the electric field perpendicular to the direction
of propagation. An optical ray can be used to describe
the direction of propagation of a plane wave, and thus
it is legitimate to also associate a Jones vector to a ray.
Implicit in the definition of Jones vectors is, however,
a restriction to describing collimated beams only

(i.e. those with a zero component in the direction of
propagation). Assuming rotational symmetry in the
optical system and neglecting skew rays, it is still
possible to reduce the description of obliquely propa-
gating beams to a two-dimensional (2D) formalism, by
working in a frame of reference in which one of the
coordinate axes coincides with the direction of prop-

agation. A restriction to collimated beams is not of
consequence for the ‘crystal optics’ systems for which
Jones vectors were originally designed; however, since
modern optical systems combine polarisation changing
elements, such as retardation plates and polarisers,
with elements that change the direction of propaga-
tion, such as lenses and prisms, full three-dimensional
(3D) generalisation is necessary.

Extension of Jones vectors to three dimensions can
fortunately be simply achieved by specifying the

complex amplitude of all three field components as
opposed to only the transverse components. It is also
commonly necessary to provide the propagation
direction of a plane wave (for which E(r, t)¼E0

exp[i(k � r�!t)]) as specified by the wave vector k.
A generalised Jones vector is thus defined as the
complex field amplitudes of all three components of

the electric field with reference to a fixed set of
coordinate axes.

The generalisation of Jones matrices to describe 3D
fields was first done heuristically by Török and co-
workers [18,19] in 1995. This work was later further
extended [20] to include the polarisation altering
characteristics of high aperture lenses first described
by Inoue and Kubota [21,22] and to describe conven-
tional and confocal polarised light microscopes [23,24],
which will be discussed in later sections.

Following [25], it is possible to define three types of

generalised Jones matrices describing field transforma-
tions, interactions with surfaces, and the action of
polarisation elements, such as retarders and lenses.
In many situations, such as focusing or transmission
through a prism, it is necessary to describe a change in
the direction of propagation of a plane wave or
equivalently a ray of light. Generally, rotation of a
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ray is about a direction perpendicular to the meridional
plane (i.e. the plane containing the ray and the optical
axis of the system) in which the ray lies. It is thus the
field components lying in the meridional plane that are
rotated, whilst the perpendicular component is left
unaffected. This can be simply described by the
rotation matrix

L ¼

cosD� 0 sinD�
0 1 0

� sinD� 0 cosD�

0@ 1A , ð1Þ

where D� is the angle by which the ray is rotated. This
matrix can account for a direction change due to
refraction and reflection for example, however, if the
change in direction occurs at a surface there will also
be a change in amplitude of the perpendicular, s, and
parallel, p, components as given by the Fresnel
transmission and reflection coefficients [26]. This
behaviour can be described using the matrices

It ¼

tp 0 0
0 ts 0
0 0 tp

0@ 1A, Ir ¼ rp 0 0
0 rs 0
0 0 rp

0@ 1A: ð2Þ

For more complex interfaces, such as stratified media,
it is also possible to find similar matrices (for an
example see Section 3.2). The matrices L, It and Ir can
only be applied when the electric field is decomposed
into its s and p components. This field transformation
requires a simple rotation of the Cartesian coordinate
axes about the optic axis as expressed by the rotation
matrix

R ¼

cos� sin� 0
� sin� cos� 0

0 0 1

0@ 1A, ð3Þ

where � is the angle of the meridional plane to the
positive x-axis.

Coming finally to the transformations induced by
polarisation elements, if the entrance and exit surfaces
of the component are parallel (although possibly
oblique to the incident ray vector) it is assumed, due
to experimental evidence, that the direction of prop-
agation of the ray is unaltered except for a potential
lateral shift, which is irrelevant for a plane wave.
Consequently, the longitudinal field component must
be unchanged upon propagation through such a
parallel surface component. Hence the generalised
Jones matrix for an ideal linear retarder (Babinet-
Soleil compensator) is

BS ¼

cos �2þ i cos 2� sin �
2 i sin 2� sin �

2 0
i sin 2� sin �

2 cos �2� i cos 2� sin �
2 0

0 0 1

0@ 1A,
ð4Þ

where � is the azimuth of the fast axis of the retarder
and � is the relative retardation between the Ex and Ey

component, whilst that for a linear polariser is

LP ¼

cos2 � sin � cos � 0
sin � cos � sin2 � 0

0 0 1

0@ 1A: ð5Þ

Complex optical systems, formed from multiple
optical components and in which diffraction effects are
negligible can be modelled by successive application of
generalised Jones matrices, i.e. for a system composed
of N sequential elements with associated Jones matri-
ces Tj the whole system can be described by the
composite Jones matrix

T ¼ TNTN�1 � � �T2T1: ð6Þ

Vectorial ray tracing through optical components
using Jones matrices in this instance differs from
using Fresnel’s equations at each individual surface of
an optical system (a method used in [27] for example)
since it determines an effective single interface, which
represents the entire action of all optical elements
present. It is, however, necessary to (a) determine the
shape of the equivalent surface and (b) transform the
effect of all individual surfaces to the single surface.
Whilst in some cases this can be achieved theoretically,
in general this analysis can only be done based on
experimental studies [23].

Vectorial ray tracing in many circumstances is
unfortunately only an approximate method of model-
ling optical systems, in much the same way as
geometrical optics cannot accurately model many
scalar systems. Nevertheless, it has proven of particular
commercial importance having spawned a number of
software packages, e.g. [28]. Furthermore, under a
number of conditions, which shall be discussed more
fully in the context of focusing of light in the next
section, vectorial ray tracing can be a rigorous, and
hence accurate, calculation tool.

3. Focused illumination

Many modern imaging systems, such as microscopes,
often use pairs of lenses arranged in a 4f configuration,
that is to say they are placed such that their foci
coincide, for both illumination and image formation
(see Figure 1). Since any well-corrected single lens used
as an imaging device may be represented as a double
lens system, it is evident that more complex optical
setups can also be modelled as either a combination of
one or more lens pairs [25]. A light source (or object) is
placed in the front focal plane of the first lens, such
that a corresponding illumination (or image) field
results in the back focal plane of the second lens
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in a phase correct manner. Critically, the aperture stop

is placed in the common focal plane of the lens pair,

yielding an afocal and telecentric system from both

object and image spaces. By virtue of the telecentricity,

the aperture stop appears at infinity from both the

object and image side. Consequently computation of

the illumination (or image) field structure requires the

specification of a field distribution, i.e. a boundary

condition, at infinity. Specification of the boundary

value at infinity is equivalent to specifying the field in

the back focal plane of the lens for a wave with

infinitely small wavelength [25], that is to say it is only

necessary to specify the field at this plane as predicted

by geometrical optics as can be found using vectorial

ray tracing.
A rigorous integral representation for the field in

the focal region of a telecentric lens, known as the

Debye–Wolf integral, can be found by applying

Kirchoff’s boundary condition at the aperture stop.

Explicitly (see for example [5,6,25,29,30] for a

derivation)

EðqÞ ¼ �
ikf

2�

ðð
s2xþs

2
y�1

eðsx, syÞ expðiks � qÞ
dsxdsy

sz
, ð7Þ

where, with reference to Figure 2, q¼ (� cos ’,
� sin’, z) is the position vector of a point of

observation in the focal region of the lens,

s¼ (sx, sy, sz)¼ (sin � cos�, sin � sin�, cos �) is a unit

vector describing the direction of a geometrical ray, f is

the focal length of the lens, k¼ 2�/�¼!/c is the

wavenumber of light of wavelength � and frequency !,
and e(sx, sy) describes the field distribution on the

Gaussian reference sphere located in the exit pupil of

the system centered on the geometrical focus of the lens

as seen from image space. Implicit in Equation (7) is

the assumption that the point of observation is far

from the pupil plane, such that evanescent waves can
be neglected, hence yielding the stated domain of

integration. The assumption f sin	� � has also

been made.
On a final note, non-telecentric systems are briefly

mentioned. Such systems can be modelled by 4f

arrangements in which the aperture stop is not placed

at the common focal plane of lens pairs. In this

situation, the Fresnel diffraction from the aperture
stop to the exit pupil (or vice versa) must be incorpo-

rated into the solution of Maxwell’s equations. Such a

scenario was considered in a scalar regime by Li and

Wolf [31], and later in a vectorial regime by Török [32],

giving rise to what is known as the scaled Debye–Wolf

integral. This integral bears striking similarities with

Equation (7) albeit position vectors are described in a

transformed coordinate system. This article will

however not consider this scenario any further.

Meridional plane

Common
focal planeObject space Image spaceDetector lensCollector lens

Figure 1. Simple 4f telecentric imaging setup. Nomenclature and notation shown is for a 4f system used in image formation,
however, the setup can equally be used as the illumination component of a microscope. Positions in the object and image plane
are defined by the position vectors q and qd, respectively, whilst positions on the reference spheres associated with the collector
and detector lens (assumed aplanatic and with NA¼ sin 	 and NAd¼ sin 	d) are defined by the coordinates (�, �) and (�d, �d).
Ray directions in the respective spaces are described by the normalised wavevectors s and sd. (The colour version of this figure is
included in the online version of the journal.)

x

y

z
Gaussian reference sphere

s

Meridional plane

Figure 2. Coordinate system and geometry of the scaled
Debye–Wolf diffraction integral. (The colour version of this
figure is included in the online version of the journal.)
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3.1. Homogeneous media

Consider first applying Equation (7) to the description
of focusing of light in a homogeneous medium. Noting
that an element of solid angle over the reference sphere
is given by

dsxdsy
sz
¼ sin �d�d�, the Debye–Wolf integral

can be rewritten

Eð�, ’, zÞ ¼ �
ifk

2�

ð2�
0

ð	
0

eð�,�Þ

� exp ik� sin � cosð�� ’Þ½ �eikz cos � sin �d�d�

ð8Þ

where 	 is the semi-angle of convergence of the lens,
such that the NA (assuming the lens is in air) is given
by NA¼ sin	.

Consider then the specification of the geometric
field distribution e(�, �) on the Gaussian reference
sphere as calculated from the pupil plane distribution
of an ideal focusing system as represented by the
spatially dependent Jones vector eEð�,�Þ. An ideal lens
acts to rotate a ray by an angle D�¼ � (see Figure 2)
about an axis perpendicular to the meridional plane, as
can be described by the generalised Jones matrix L(�).
It is, however, necessary to first decompose the field
into its constituent s and p components using the
generalised Jones matrix R(�). Accordingly, the field
on the reference sphere, as seen from the image side
of the lens, is given by (neglecting skew rays)

eð�,�Þ ¼ að�ÞR�1ð�Þ � Lð�Þ �Rð�Þ �eEð�,�Þ
¼ Qð�, �Þ �eEð�,�Þ , ð9Þ

where Q(�,�)¼ a(�)R�1(�)�L(�)�R(�) and the final
rotation R

�1 is to transform from the s and p frame
of reference back to the initial Cartesian frame. The
scalar factor a(�) is an apodisation factor that ensures
energy is conserved when projecting from a plane to a
sphere. For example að�Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �
p

or a(�)¼ 1 if
the lens satisfies the sine or Herschel condition,
respectively [33].

To illustrate the preceding theory, a simple example
is given, whereby a homogeneously, albeit arbitrarily,
polarised beam, described by the Jones vectoreE ¼ ðeEx, eEy, 0Þ, is focused by an aplanatic lens (one
satisfying the sine condition). Expanding Q(�, �) gives

Qð�,�Þ¼
að�Þ

2

q1þq2 cos2� q2 sin2� q3 cos�

q2 sin2� q1�q2 cos2� q3 sin�

�q3 cos� �q3 sin� q4

0B@
1CA,
ð10Þ

where

q1 ¼ cos � þ 1 , ð11aÞ

q2 ¼ cos � � 1 , ð11bÞ

q3 ¼ 2 sin � , ð11cÞ

q4 ¼ 2 cos � , ð11dÞ

which in turn yields

eð�,�Þ ¼
að�Þ

2

eExðq1 þ q2 cos 2�Þ þ q2 eEy sin 2�eEyðq1 � q2 cos 2�Þ þ q2 eEx sin 2�

�q3ðeEx cos�þ eEy sin�Þ

0B@
1CA:
ð12Þ

Using the well known identity [34]ð2�
0

�
sinm	

cosm	

�
exp ia cosð	� 
Þ½ �d	

¼ 2�im
�
sinm


cosm


�
JmðaÞ, ð13Þ

allows the azimuthal integration to be performed
analytically yielding the final result

Eð�, ’, zÞ ¼ �ik f

eExðI0 þ I2 cos 2’Þ þ eEy I2 sin 2’eEyðI0 � I2 cos 2’Þ þ eEx I2 sin 2’

�2iI1ðeEx cos ’þ eEy sin ’Þ

0B@
1CA,
ð14Þ

where

I0 ¼

ð	
0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �
p

sin �ðcos �þ 1ÞJ0ðk� sin�Þ expðikz cos �Þd� ,

ð15aÞ

I1 ¼

ð	
0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �
p

sin2 �J1ðk� sin �Þ expðikz cos �Þd� ,

ð15bÞ

I2 ¼

ð	
0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos�
p

sin�ðcos�� 1ÞJ2ðk� sin�Þexpðikzcos�Þd�:

ð15cÞ

Evaluating Equation (14) for an x-polarised beam
(eEx ¼ 1, eEy ¼ 0), it is seen that a non-zero Ey and Ez

component of polarisation is generated, except for the
on-axis point (see Figure 3). The high NA of 0.95
assumed also gives rise to a significant asymmetry in
the focused intensity spot (Figure 3(d )). As the NA of
the focusing lens is increased, so both the component
mixing and asymmetry become more significant.

3.2. Stratified media

Equation (14) is valid when considering focusing in a
single homogeneous medium; however, frequently in
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realistic scenarios it is necessary to focus light through
a number of materials of differing refractive indices.
In biological microscopy for example, samples are
commonly mounted on a glass microscope slide with a
protective cover slip. High spatial resolution is also
frequently sought by use of oil immersion lenses,
yielding an illumination arrangement similar to that
shown in Figure 4(a). The need to describe focusing

through stratified media hence regularly arises.
Vectorial ray tracing again can be applied such that
the ray direction in the jth medium is described by the
vector sj¼ (sjx, sjy, sjz)¼ (sin �j cos�, sin �j sin�, cos �j).
No index is required for the azimuthal angle � since it
is assumed that refraction at each interface does not
give rise to skew rays. Similarly, kj denotes the
wavenumber in each medium of refractive index nj.
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Figure 3. (a)–(c) Absolute magnitude of the Cartesian field components (Ex,Ey,Ez) and (d ) optical intensity in the focal plane of a
lens of NA¼ 0.95 for x-polarised illumination. (The colour version of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)

Microscope
objective lens

Immersion
oil

Coverslip

Microscope slide

Sample Geometric focus
 of lens

(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) Stratified sample structure that can easily arise when using immersion lenses in biological studies. (b) Zoomed view
of dashed rectangle in (a) showing the geometry of the ray tracing problem. (The colour version of this figure is included in the
online version of the journal.)
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The interface between the jth and (jþ 1)th media is

assumed to lie at z¼ hj, with hj5 hjþ1. The origin is

taken as the geometric focus of the lens (see

Figure 4(b)).
As a single ray propagates through a stratified

medium it experiences partial transmission and

reflection at each interface depending on its polarisa-

tion and angle of incidence, as is conveniently

parameterised using Fresnel’s transmission and

reflection coefficients, explicitly given by [26]

tð j Þs ¼
2nj cos �j

nj cos �j þ njþ1 cos �jþ1
, ð16Þ

tð j Þp ¼
2nj cos �j

njþ1 cos �j þ nj cos �jþ1
, ð17Þ

rð j Þs ¼
nj cos �j � njþ1 cos �jþ1
nj cos �j þ njþ1 cos �jþ1

, ð18Þ

rð j Þp ¼
njþ1 cos �j � nj cos �jþ1
njþ1 cos �jþ1 þ nj cos �jþ1

, ð19Þ

respectively, for s and p polarised light passing from

the jth medium to the ( jþ 1)th. Consider then

converting to a frame of reference that propagates

and rotates with a given transmitted ray. For a ray in

the jth medium this can be achieved using the

transformation matrix

P
ð j Þ
¼

cos �j 0 � sin �j
0 1 0

sin �j 0 cos �j

0@ 1A: ð20Þ

At each interface the amplitude of the m (¼s, p)

polarised component reduces by a factor of tð j Þm , whilst

an optical phase of 
j¼ kj(hj�1� hj) cos �j is acquired

via propagation through the jth medium. As such,

if multiple reflections are neglected, the net transmis-

sion coefficient for light after propagating from the 1st

interface to just after the (N� 1)th, is given by

TðN�1Þm ¼ tðN�1Þm

QN�2
j¼1 tð j Þm expði
jþ1Þ. Realistically, how-

ever, a correction factor must also be introduced to

account for multiple reflections and the resulting

contribution to the total transmitted wave. A complete

derivation is omitted here; however, it can be shown

(see [24,26,35]) that

TðN�1Þm ¼
tðN�1Þm

QN�2
j¼1 tð j Þm expði
jþ1Þ

D
ðN�1Þ
m

ð21Þ

where the explicit form for DðN�1Þm is given in [24].

Whilst the form for DðN�1Þm is in general complicated it

is possible, in certain cases, to consider this term to be

unity, principally when the reflection coefficients rð j Þm

are small, i.e. when the mismatch in refractive index of
neighbouring media is small.

Following the above analysis for each individual
ray in a focusing system, and noting that from Snell’s
law kjsjx¼ k1s1x, kjsjy¼ k1s1y for all j, gives the field
distribution in the Nth medium as

ENðqÞ ¼ �
ik1f

2�

ðð
s2
1x
þs2

1y
�1

eNðs1x, s1yÞ

� exp½ik0ðnNhN�1sNz � n1h1s1zÞ�

� expðik1s1t � qtÞ
ds1xds1y

s1z
, ð22Þ

¼ �
ik1f

2�

ð2�
0

ð	
0

eNð�1,�Þ exp½ik0��

� exp ik1� sin �1 cosð�� ’Þ½ �eikNz cos �N

� sin �1d�1d� ð23Þ

where the subscript t denotes the transverse compo-
nents of a vector, the phase term �¼ nNhN�1
cos �N� n1h1 cos �1 accounts for propagation in the
1st and Nth media and

eNð�1,�Þ ¼ að�1ÞR
�1
�P
ðNÞ�1
� I
ðN�1Þ
�P
ð1Þ
�L �R �eEð�1,�Þ

ð24Þ

and

I
ðN�1Þ

¼

T ðN�1Þp 0 0

0 T ðN�1Þs 0
0 0 T ðN�1Þp

0@ 1A: ð25Þ

Physically focusing through a stratified medium can
give rise to an improvement in the resolution of a
system, as for example with a solid immersion lens;
however, the focused field distribution will in general
suffer from spherical aberration.

3.3. Approximations to the Debye–Wolf integral

Whilst the Debye–Wolf integral is a powerful and
popular tool in high NA focusing problems, it may be
acceptable for numerical accuracy and rigour to be
sacrificed in favour of computation times and physical
insight. Accordingly, this section discusses a number of
approximate and semi-analytic representations.

3.3.1. Series representations

With a view to simplifying the Debye–Wolf integral a
number of series expansions have historically been
proposed. For example, the exponential terms can be
expanded using the formulae of Watson [34],
Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [36] and Agrawal and
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Pattanayak [37]. Kant has furthermore reported
a series expansion based on the Gegenbauer polyno-
mials [38]. More physical representations have also
been proposed in which the expansion terms carry a
greater significance in real world systems. For example,
Braat and colleagues represented the field in the focal
region of a high NA lens as a series using Nijboer-
Zernike functions [39] hence providing an insight in
terms of optical aberration theory (it should however
be noted that these functions are not the best for high
NA focusing where it is more suitable to establish
aberration functions based on spherical harmonics
(and orthogonal on a cap of a unit sphere) that, for the
low NA case, revert to the circular polynomials of
Zernike [40]). Sheppard and Török obtained the field
components as a multipole expansion [41], whilst
Sherif and co-workers determined an eigenfunction
representation of the focused field [42,43], providing
insight into the physical restrictions imposed by the
finite bandwidth of the lens. A comparison of the
computational speed of a number of these expansions
was considered in [44]. Two of these expansions will be
discussed in greater detail in what follows, namely the
eigenfunction and the multipole expansions. The two
expansions are illustrative examples of expansions
using scalar and vectorial modes. Depending on the
specific application either may be more appropriate.

3.3.1.1. Eigenfunction expansion. The Debye–Wolf
integral represents the field in the focal region of a
lens as the superposition of plane waves of varying
strength and polarisation propagating in different
directions. The strength and polarisation of each
plane wave is determined by the field distribution
at infinity over the Gaussian reference sphere as can
be determined by vectorial ray tracing as discussed
above. As such, if computing the field structure on
the focal plane the Debye–Wolf integral can be
considered as a component-wise two-dimensional
finite Fourier transform from the reference sphere to
the focal plane. An additional phase term can be
introduced into the kernel of the Fourier transform if
a defocus plane is of greater interest or if aberrations
are present.

Given the structure of the Debye–Wolf integral, the
question can then be raised as to which illumination
field patterns are unchanged by focusing of the lens,
i.e. what distributions represent the eigenfunctions of
the lens operator. Interestingly, this question is synon-
ymous with the question of maximal energy concen-
tration in a given circular domain in the focal plane.
Such considerations are of importance in, for example,
super resolution studies. Eigenfunctions to the 1D
finite Fourier transform were first determined by

Slepian and colleagues [45–48], who also gave an

extension to a 2D Fourier transform over a circular

domain. The result is separable in the radial and

azimuthal directions whereby the radial eigenfunctions

�N,n(c, r) are defined byðr0
0

JNð!rÞ�N,nðc, rÞr dr ¼ ð�1Þ
n r0

�

� �
�1=2N,n�N,n c,

!r0
�

� �
ð26Þ

where Jm(���) is the Bessel function of the first kind of

order m, �N,n(c, r) are known as the circular prolate

spheroidal functions, ! and r are conjugate coordinates

and �N,n are the circular prolate spheroidal eigen-

values. The azimuthal eigenfunctions are sinusoidal, or

complex exponential, functions. A detailed discussion

of the assorted properties of the prolate spheroidal

functions can be found in [49]; however, it is important

to note their dependence on c, a parameter known as

the space bandwidth product. The space bandwidth

product is frequently used as a measure of system

performance [50,51].
Using Slepian’s work, it is possible to show that

the field in the focal region of a high NA lens is

given by [42]

Eð�, ’, zÞ ¼ � ikf
u	

k�max

� �
�

X1
m¼�1

X1
N¼�1

X1
n¼0

ijNjAm,N,nð�1Þ
n

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
� Nj j,n

p
�jNj,n c,

u	�

�max

� �
JmðkzÞ e

iN’ ,

ð27Þ

where u	¼ sin 	, �max is the field of view in the focal

space and c¼ ku	�max. Am,N,n are vector expansion

coefficients of the space-limited function

aðu,�Þ ¼
eðu,�Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� u2
p exp im

�

2
� sin�1 u

� �h i
, ð28Þ

such that

aðu,�Þ ¼
X1

N¼�1

X1
n¼0

Am,N,n�jNj,nðu, cÞ exp iN�ð Þ

and

Am,N,n ¼
1

2��jNj,n

ð2�
0

ðu	
0

aðu,�Þ�jNj,nðu, cÞ

� exp �iN�ð Þu du d�: ð29Þ

Closer investigation of Equation (27) reveals a

number of useful computational properties. In partic-

ular the series is rapidly convergent in the radial,

azimuthal and axial directions and has been shown to
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give good quantitative agreement with direct integra-

tion methods [42]. A particularly important result to

come from the eigenfunction representation stems

from the considerations of the energy contained

within a given circular domain in the focal plane.

Specifically, the circular prolate spheroidal eigenvalues

give a measure of the integrated electric energy density,

with larger eigenvalues corresponding to greater con-

centration of energy and with the lowest order

eigenfunction (N, n)¼ (0, 0) giving the greatest energy

concentration of any focused field distribution. This

dependence means that higher orders are energetically

less significant in the focused distribution and hence

the dominant orders are those with lower spatial

frequencies or equivalently are less tightly packed. The

dominant modes in the focal region hence provide a

further means to determine the resolution of the

optical system.
Particular benefit can also be drawn from the

inherent structure of an eigen representation due to its

suitability for the solution of inverse problems in which

arbitrary focused field distributions are sought.

Synthesis of arbitrary field distributions in optical

systems is useful for a wide variety of applications

including lithography [52], optical data storage [53],

atomic manipulation [54] and polarisation

microscopy [55]. Numerical optimisation is frequently

used to determine the appropriate illumination field

structure required; however, the eigen expansion

allows semi-analytic inversion. Specifically, given

Equation (27) for the field in the focal region of a

high NA lens and the orthogonality of the generalised

prolate spheroidal functions [49] it is possible to derive

the relation [43]

X1
m¼�1

Jm kzð ÞAm,N,n ¼
i

kf

u	
k�max

� �
ð�1Þn

ijNj
��1=2jNj,nBN,n,

ð30Þ

where

BN,n ¼
1

2��jNj,n

ð2�
0

ð�max

0

Eð�,’, zÞ�jNj,n
u	�p
�max

� �
� exp �iN’ð Þ�d�d’: ð31Þ

Unfortunately, Equation (30) cannot be solved

uniquely to determine the coefficients Am,N,n, which

define the illumination field required to produce a

specified field E(�,’, z), but can, however, form the

basis for numerical optimisation techniques due to the

relatively few number of terms required in the sum-

mation of Equation (27). A unique solution can,

however, be achieved on the focal plane i.e. when z¼ 0

whereby Jm(0)¼ 0 for m 6¼ 0, yielding the simple scaling

relation

AN,n ¼
i

kf

u	
k�max

� �
ð�1Þn

ijNj
��1=2jNj,nBN,n ð32Þ

where the subscript m has now been dropped. The

simple scaling relation encapsulated in Equation (32)

constitutes the basic inversion formula for the Debye–

Wolf integral.
Unfortunately the constraints imposed by

Maxwell’s equations are not automatically fulfiled by

the developed series since each field component is

expanded separately, thus presenting complications

when attempting to solve inverse problems. In partic-

ular, in the specification of an inverse focusing problem

one (or more) field components must be left uncon-

strained. Consider, for example attempting to reduce

the width of the intensity profile by specifying the Ex

field component as a Dirac delta function centred on

the origin. Only one component of the focused field is

specified since this introduces two degrees of freedom

into the inversion problem as required for polarisation

structuring. Ex is hence written in the form

Exð�, ’, 0Þ ¼
1

�
�

u	�

�max

� �
¼

X1
N¼�1

X1
n¼0

��1jNj,n�jNj,n

� c,
u	�

�max

� �
�jNj,nðc, 0Þ exp iN’ð Þ , ð33Þ

where the second step has used the completeness

property of the generalised prolate spheroidal

functions [49]. Applying the inversion formula

(Equation (32)) and noting �jNj,n(0)¼ 0 for N 6¼ 0,

immediately gives

Ax
N,n ¼

i
kf

u	
k�max

� �
ð�1Þn��1=20,n �0,nðc, 0Þ for N ¼ 0

0 for N 6¼ 0

(
,

ð34Þ

where the superscript x denotes the x-component

of AN,n.
In practice, however, the illumination specified by

Equation (34) does not achieve super resolution since

insufficient control is exerted on the Ey and Ez

components of the focused field. As such, when a

delta function is specified for the Ex component,

energy is pushed into the Ey component. The resultant

focused distribution is then essentially that of a

uniformly y-polarised beam for which there is no

resolution improvement.
A further attempt to achieve super-resolution can

be made by specifying both the Ex and Ey focused field

components as Dirac delta functions. Following the

same logic as above this means Ax
N,n ¼ A

y
N,n as given by
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Equation (34). Since aj ðu,�Þ ¼
P1

n¼0 A
j
0,n�0,nðc, uÞ

(for j¼ x, y, z) the required incident field distributions
can be found using the inverse of Equation (34) and are
given by

eExðu,�Þ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1�u2Þ

p Q21�Q22

Q11Q22�Q12Q21

X1
n¼0

Ax
0,n�0,nðc,uÞ ,

eEyðu,�Þ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1�u2Þ

p Q12�Q11

Q11Q22�Q12Q21

X1
n¼0

Ax
0,n�0,nðc,uÞ ,

ð35Þ

where Qpq denotes the (p, q)th element of Q.
Having specified two field components on the focal

plane means there are four degrees of freedom within
the system (phase and amplitude for each field
component specified). Such a situation would corre-
spond to the combination of polarisation structuring,
apodisation and phase modulation in the pupil plane.
However, since Ax

N,n and A
y
N,n are both real the

weighting functions ax(u,�) and ay(u,�) are real (the
factor of i in Equation (34) represents a global phase
and can safely be ignored). Projecting back to the pupil
plane is not a complex operation and hence the field in
the pupil plane is also real. It is thus apparent that the
field in the pupil plane is linearly polarised and only
binary phase modulation is necessary. In [43] this super
resolution mask is considered in greater detail. Whilst
it is found that the size of the focal spot can be
reduced, the relative intensity contained in the central
focal spot compared to the sidelobe structure rap-
idly worsens as more terms in the summation of
Equation (35) are considered.

This super-resolution example highlights some
caveats that can arise with component-wise scalar
expansions; however, they can still prove important in
applications in which the response of a system to each
field component differs or needs to be tailored. For
example optimal coupling of light into single molecules
has also been considered in [43]. Such field sensitivity
may also be exhibited by nonlinear materials.

3.3.2. Multipole expansion

Any solution to Maxwell’s equation can be written as
the superposition of electric and magnetic multipole
fields with strengths pEl 0m 0 and pMl 0m 0 . Multipole repre-
sentations are often adopted in electromagnetic calcu-
lations which possess spherical symmetry. Accordingly,
within a focusing context they give a natural alterna-
tive means to represent the geometric field distribu-
tions over the Gaussian reference sphere of a lens [41]
and as such are considered here. Multipole represen-
tations have been useful in showing, for example that a
homogeneously x-polarised illumination contains only

m¼�1 orders and has equal proportions of electric

and magnetic multipoles (albeit oscillating �/2 out of

phase) [41]. Studies on the peak intensities in focused

fields can also be simplified using a multipole repre-

sentation [56].
The components for the electric field components

for the (l0,m0)th order, expressed in spherical polar

coordinates are given by [57]

EE
rl 0m 0 ¼ l 0ðl 0 þ 1Þ

jl 0 ðkrÞ

r
Ym 0

l 0 ð�,�Þ ð36aÞ

EE
�l 0m 0 ¼

1

r

d

dr
ðrjl 0 ðkrÞÞ

@

@�
Ym 0

l 0 ð�,�Þ ð36bÞ

EE
�l 0m 0 ¼

im 0

sin �

1

r

d

dr
ðrjl 0 ðkrÞÞY

m 0

l 0 ð�,�Þ ð36cÞ

EM
rl 0m 0 ¼ 0 ð37aÞ

EM
�l 0m 0 ¼ �

km 0

sin �
jl 0 ðkrÞY

m 0

l 0 ð�,�Þ ð37bÞ

EM
�l 0m 0 ¼ �ikjl 0 ðkrÞ

@

@�
Ym 0

l 0 ð�,�Þ ð37cÞ

where jl0(kr) is a spherical Bessel function of the first

kind. Ym 0

l 0 ð�,�Þ are the spherical harmonics of order

l0 ¼ 1, 2, 3, . . . ,m0 ¼�l,�lþ 1, . . . , l defined by

Ym 0

l 0 ð�,�Þ ¼
ð2l 0 þ 1Þðl 0 �m 0Þ!

4�ðl 0 þm 0Þ!

� �1=2

Pm 0

l 0 ðcos �Þ expðim
0�Þ

ð38Þ

¼ al 0m 0P
m 0

l 0 ðcos �Þ expðim
0�Þ ð39Þ

where Pm 0

l 0 are the associated Legendre polynomials.

The associated magnetic field components for each

multipole can easily be found by using the curl

equations, although the explicit forms shall not be

given here.
Vectorial multipoles are solutions to Maxwell’s

equation over all space, such that a general electric

field can be expressed in the form

EðqÞ ¼
X
�

X
l 0,m 0

p�l 0m 0E
�
l 0m 0 ðqÞ ð40Þ

where � denotes either electric (E) or magnetic (M)

multipoles. Computation of the field structure in the

focal region of a lens therefore reduces to a problem of

determining the multipole strengths on the reference

sphere, which then automatically yields the field E(q).

Since the reference sphere is located at infinity, the far

field forms of the multipole fields are required.

Asymptotic expressions for the spherical Bessel
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functions [58], which describe the radial behaviour,

then give the far field multipoles as

e
Eð j Þ
�l 0m 0 ¼ �ð�iÞ

l 0þ1 @

@�
Ym 0

l 0 ð�,�Þ ð41aÞ

e
Eð j Þ
�l 0m 0 ¼ �ð�iÞ

l 0 m
0

sin �
Ym 0

l 0 ð�,�Þ ð41bÞ

e
Mð j Þ
�l 0m 0 ¼ �ð�iÞ

l 0 m
0

sin �
Ym 0

l 0 ð�,�Þ ð42aÞ

e
Mð j Þ
�l 0m 0 ¼ ð�iÞl

0þ1 @

@�
Ym 0

l 0 ð�,�Þ ð42bÞ

where the radial component is identically zero for both
electric and magnetic dipoles as is required for trans-
verse waves.

Matching of the fields is most easily achieved if the
illumination field is considered in terms of spherical
field components (er, e�, e�) where er¼ 0, e�¼ ex(�,�)
cos�þ ey(�,�) sin� and e�¼ ey(�,�) cos�� ex(�,�)
sin�, whereby

e�ð�,�Þ ¼
X
�

X
l 0,m 0

p�l 0m 0E
�
�l 0m 0 ð�,�Þ ð43aÞ

e�ð�,�Þ ¼
X
�

X
l 0,m 0

p�l 0m 0E
�
�l 0m 0 ð�,�Þ ð43bÞ

where the transmission coefficients of the lens have
been assumed to be equal to unity for simplicity.
Equations (43) are coupled due to the two sets of
coefficients pEl 0m 0 and pMl 0m 0 , however, they can be
decoupled by considering the linear combinations

e�ð�,�Þ � i e�ð�,�Þ ¼
X
l 0,m 0

q�l 0m 0e
i�l
0

2 f �l 0m 0 ð44Þ

where

f �l 0m 0 ¼
@Ym 0

l 0 ð�,�Þ

@�
	

m 0

sin �
Ym 0

l 0 ð�,�Þ

� �
ð45Þ

and q �l 0m 0 ¼ pEl 0m 0 � ipMl 0m 0 . Assuming a lexicographic
ordering of the mode indices (l0,m0), the expansion
coefficients p �l 0m 0 can be determined using the
method of moments. For example using the moment
functions f �l 0m 0 gives

q � ¼ F
�1
� f� ð46Þ

where q � ¼ ½q �l 0m 0 � is a vector formed from stacking the
coefficients q �l 0m 0 ,

F� ¼

ðð
S

f �l 0m 0 f
�

l 0m 0dS

	 

ð47Þ

f� ¼

ðð
S

e�ð�,�Þ � i e�ð�,�Þ
� �

f�
l 0m 0dS

	 

ð48Þ

and integration is performed over the reference sphere.
In such calculations the matrix equation can be poorly
conditioned if a large number of multipole orders are
used and the multipole modes and moment functions
are not normalised to unity over a sphere and hence it
is better suited to slower spatially varying fields
distributions.

3.3.3. Approximate forms of focusing integrals

In scenarios where the focused field distribution must
be calculated many times, for example in lithographic
mask design, rapid calculation times are desired.
As such it may be acceptable to compromise high
numerical accuracy associated with exact evaluation of
the focusing integrals in favour of approximate, yet
quicker methods. Numerical evaluation of an integral
function entails the computation of the kernel at all
points over the integration domain, followed by a
weighted summation. Approximation of an integral by
an analytic function immediately affords computa-
tional gains since fewer function evaluations are
required. In this section, it is shown how suitable
approximations can be made to the diffraction inte-
grals as was developed in [59]. Whilst the method is
illustrated by further considering the example given in
Section 3.1, the technique can be applied more
generally, as will be illustrated in Section 5.4.

Section 3.1 considered the focusing of an arbi-
trarily, although homogeneously polarised incident
beam. It was seen that analytic results could be
found for the field in the focal region of a high NA
aperture lens; however, numerical evaluation of the
integral functions I0(�, z), I1(�, z) and I2(�, z) is
required. It is these integrals that shall be approxi-
mated in this section.

The first step in approximating the I integrals is to
perform the change of variable u¼ sin �/sin	, such that
Equations (15) assume the typical form

Inð�,zÞ ¼

ð1
0

gnðuÞJnðku�sin	Þexp ikz
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�u2 sin2	

ph i
udu:

ð49Þ

The phase term represents a spherical wavefront, which
can be approximated as a paraboloidal wavefront.
By the principle of stationary phase, the major
contributions to the integral are from the stationary
points u¼ 0 and u¼ 1. As such, the paraboloid is
chosen so as to match the spherical wavefront at the
edge of the pupil such that [41]

Inð�, zÞ ¼ eikz
ð1
0

gnðuÞJnðku� sin 	Þ exp �i
su2

2

	 

u du

ð50Þ
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where s¼ 4kz sin2(	/2). Taylor expanding the kernel of

Equation (50) around the point u¼ 0, and integrating

term by term allows the integral to be evaluated. That

said, however, only the leading orders contribute

significantly, such that higher order terms can be

neglected. If restriction is made to the focal plane

(s¼ 0) then Equation (50) can be evaluated analytically

to give

I0að�Þ � A0
2J1ðk� sin	Þ

k� sin	

� �
ð51Þ

I1að�Þ � A1
J2ðk� sin	Þ

k� sin	

� �
ð52Þ

I2að�Þ � A2
J3ðk� sin	Þ

2k� sin	

� �
ð53Þ

where the approximate forms have also been normal-

ised so as to give the same values as the exact formulae

near the focus, such that

A0 ¼ C3=2 þ C5=2 ð54Þ

A1 ¼
4

sin 	
ðC3=2 � C7=2Þ ð55Þ

A2 ¼
12

sin2 	
ðC3=2 � C5=2 � C7=2 þ C9=2Þ ð56Þ

where Cn¼ (1� cosn	)/n.
Figure 5 compares the approximate and exact

integrals, for different NAs. As would be expected,

greater quantitative agreement is seen at lower NAs,

whilst discrepancies are principally in the sidelobe

structure, however, these errors are small even for large

NAs. Computationally, it is also interesting to note

that up to a normalisation factor the approximate
forms of the integrals are independent of the NA of the
focusing system. As such, the integrals need not be re-
evaluated for investigation of different apertures, again
presenting a speed advantage in optimisation studies.

3.4. Focusing of partially coherent, partially
polarised light

Theory detailed thus far has been restricted to the
focusing of fully coherent, quasi-monochromatic light.
What follows in this section is a more general
treatment in which the focusing of quasi-monochro-
matic, but spatially partially coherent and partially
polarised light, is considered. Such considerations are,
for example, of growing importance due to develop-
ment of X-ray lasers [60]. Whilst the discussion below
is presented for focusing in homogeneous media, it can
be simply extended to stratified media.

Correlation and similar second-order metrics are
particularly attractive in coherence theory due to their
relation to physically observable quantities, such as
intensity or fringe visibility, and as such the cross-
spectral density matrix (CSDM), which quantifies the
correlation of two quasi-monochromatic field vectors
at different positions [61] will be used in this section.
In the focal region the CSDM is denoted W(q1, q2)¼
hE(q1)E

y(q2)i, where y denotes the Hermitian transpose
operation. Substituting Equation (8) into the definition
of the CSDM yields

Wðq1, q2Þ ¼ jKj
2

ð2�
0

ð2�
0

ð	
0

ð	
0

wð�1,�1, �2,�2Þ exp ikD12½ �

� exp ikzðcos �1 � cos �2Þ½ �

� sin �1 sin �2d�1d�2d�1d�2 ð57Þ
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Figure 5. Numerical comparison of the focusing I integrals when calculated using exact (solid plots) and approximate (dashed
plots) expressions for a NA of (a) 0.5 and (b) 1. (The colour version of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)
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where K¼ ik/(2�), D12¼ �1 sin �1 cos(�1�’1)� �2
sin �2 cos(�2� ’2). Only correlations over a single
transverse plane in the focal region are considered (i.e.
z1¼ z2¼ z is assumed), since knowledge of the CSDM
in a single plane is sufficient to calculate the CSDM on
any transverse focal plane, for example, by using the
Wolf equations [61]. It should also be noted that the
CSDM on the Gaussian reference sphere has been
defined as w(�1, �1, �2, �2)¼he(�1, �1)e

y(�2, �2)i. This
can be regarded as an angular correlation function.

In many applications it may be more useful to
define the focused CSDM in terms of the CSDM in the
back-focal plane of the lens denoted eWð�1,�1, �2,�2Þ ¼
heEð�1,�1ÞeEyð�2,�2Þi. Using this definition and
Equation (9) gives

wð�1,�1,�2,�2Þ ¼Qð�1,�1Þ � eWð�1,�1,�2,�2Þ �Qyð�2,�2Þ:
ð58Þ

Substituting Equation (58) into Equation (57) yields

Wðq1, q2Þ ¼ jKj
2

ð2�
0

ð2�
0

ð	
0

ð	
0

Qð�1,�1Þ � eWð�1,�1, �2,�2Þ
� �Q

y
ð�2,�2Þ exp ikD12½ �

� exp ikzðcos �1 � cos �2Þ½ �

� sin �1 sin �2d�1d�2d�1d�2: ð59Þ

Computation of four-fold integrals as embodied in
Equations (57) and (59) can prove computationally
burdensome and hence often simplifications are
sought. Again modal representations can provide
these simplifications; however, for partially coherent
light these representations take a different form than
for fully coherent light. In particular, the CSDM is
expanded, using the so-called coherent mode expan-
sion. Coherent mode expansion may be scalar based
[61] or vector based [62]. Consideration here will be
given only to vector-based expansion since it has been
demonstrated that these are more suitable for consid-
ering focusing problems, since they easily accommo-
date the inter-component mixing [63]. A vector-based
coherent mode expansion, expresses the CSDM on the
reference sphere in the form

wð�1,�1, �2,�2Þ ¼
X1
n¼0

�n)nð�1,�1Þ)
y
nð�2,�2Þ ð60Þ

where )n(�,�) represents a coherent field distribution
and �n are the expansion coefficients. It should be
noted that Equation (60) requires only a single
summation over the index n. This requires the coherent
modes to satisfy the Fredholm equationð2�
0

ð	
0

wð�1,�1, �2,�2Þ)nð�1,�1, �2,�2Þ sin �1d�1d�1

¼ �n)nð�2,�2Þ: ð61Þ

Accordingly, the focused CSDM is given by

Wðq1, q2Þ ¼
X1
n¼0

�n Cnðq1ÞC
y
nðq2Þ ð62Þ

where

Cnðql Þ ¼K

ð2�
0

ð	
0

)nð�l,�l Þ

� exp ik�l sin�l cosð�l�’l Þ½ �eikzcos�l sin�l d�l d�l:

ð63Þ

Equation (63) shows that given the coherent modes on
the reference sphere, the individual coherent modes can
be calculated using conventional coherent theories, i.e.
Cn is found by inputting )n into the Debye–Wolf
diffraction integral. As such, the fourfold integral of
Equations (57) and (59) are reduced to more manage-
able two-fold integrals. Similar relations can be derived
if the CSDM in the back focal plane is expanded as
opposed to that over the reference sphere. Details will
not be given here since they follow the same logic as
already presented; however, the interested reader is
referred to [63]. Further simplifications can also be
shown to be achievable under certain symmetry
conditions as also detailed in [63].

4. Scattering model

Having calculated the structure of the illumination
field in Section 3, the next stage in determining the
image field structure is to calculate how light is
scattered from a sample. Unfortunately, the scattered
field cannot in general be calculated analytically except
for a few specific structures possessing a high degree of
symmetry, such as spheroids [64], thus necessitating
numerical methods. Whilst rigorous methods, in which
the scattered field satisfies Maxwell’s equations, pro-
vide the most accurate answer, approximate formula-
tions can be adopted in a number of specific scenarios.
Two such approximations will be first discussed here,
before a brief discussion is given to more rigorous
numerical techniques.

4.1. Small dielectric scatterers

The first example that will be considered in this section
is scatterers of dimensions much smaller than the
wavelength, i.e. ka� 1 where a denotes the largest
dimension of the object. For small dielectric scatterers
it is reasonable to use a dipole approximation [65] in
which the scattered far field is given by

eð�,�Þ ¼ �s� ðs� pÞ
expðiksÞ

s3
, ð64Þ
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where s describes a position vector in the far field

(s¼ jsj), however, the problem remains to find the

appropriate dipole moment p. To do so the scatterer

will be assumed to lie on axis at the focus of the

illumination lens, such that the illumination field is

given by E(0)¼E0.
Consider first a small dielectric scatterer. The

presence of the scatterer gives rise to a displacement

field given by D¼ �0�rE0, where �¼ 1þ is the

dielectric tensor and  is the polarisability tensor.

It should be noted that the scatterer has been assumed

to possess no strong optical non-linearity, such that the

polarisation density induced in the sample is given by

P¼ �0E0. Since ka� 1 the scatterer then radiates

as an electric dipole with dipole moment p given

by [65,66]

p ¼ k2a3�rE0: ð65Þ

Although in general the crystal axes of the scatterer

need not coincide with the Cartesian coordinate

system, such a case does give rise to algebraic simpli-

fications. In particular the dielectric tensor is diagonal

and of the form �r ¼ diag½�rxx, �
r
yy, �

r
zz�, with

�rkk ¼
n2kk � n2m
n2kk þ 2n2m

ð66Þ

where a non-magnetic dielectric has been assumed, nkk
denotes the refractive index of the dielectric crystal

along a principal axis and nm denotes the refractive

index of the medium in which the scatterer is

embedded.
Scattered dipole fields may, however, also arise in

alternative scenarios, such as in the imaging of

fluorescent molecules [67]. In these cases the radiation

dipole moment is typically set by the orientation of

the molecule. If the molecule is free to rotate then it

will do so, such that its potential energy, p �E0, is

minimised, i.e. the resultant dipole moment will lie

parallel to the illumination field. If, however, the

molecule is fixed, for example fluorescent tags rigidly

attached to structures in a sample, the effective dipole

moment is proportional to jpmol�Ejpmol, where pmol

denotes the inherent dipole moment of the molecule.

Magnetic materials are also likely to give rise to

magnetic dipoles for which the scattered far field is

of the form

eð�,�Þ ¼ �ðs� pÞ
expðiksÞ

s2
: ð67Þ

More consideration will be given to magnetic

dipoles later in Section 5 since they will be seen to

constitute a key element in rigorous imaging

calculations.

4.2. Discrete dipole approximation

The next level of approximation beyond a single dipole
is to model a continuous, extended object structure as a
3D array of electric dipoles of appropriate strength, as
was first proposed by DeVoe in 1964 [68,69], with later
extension by Purcell and Pennypacker [70]. Each dipole
in the array oscillates in response to the incident field
and the electric field arising from all the other dipoles.
The discrete-dipole treatment is hence also known as
the coupled-dipole method. The net scattered field is
then the coherent superposition of the radiated field
from each individual dipole.

Key to discrete dipole calculations is determining
the relationship between the permittivity of the original
object (and permeability for magnetic media) and the
polarisability (and magnetisation) and hence the effec-
tive dipole moment, for each individual dipole.
Suitable positioning of dipoles is also a core consider-
ation. The Clausius–Mossotti relation is perhaps the
most well known method, having been originally used
by Purcell and Pennypacker; however, this only yields
accurate scattering results in the static limit (i.e. when
the frequency of the light !! 0) and for infinite cubic
lattices and are thus of limited potential. Corrections
for non-static, radiating systems have, however, also
been proposed by a number of authors in the field.
A fuller discussion of these can be found in [71,72].
Schimura and Milster [73] have also developed an
improved algorithm within the context of vectorial
diffraction problems, based on lattice dispersion
relations.

A full discussion of the discrete dipole method is
beyond the scope of this work, however, computa-
tionally it is important to note that modelling of object
features is restricted by the dipole spacing.
Furthermore, scattering calculations from large objects
can require significant memory resources, due to the
large number of discrete dipoles needed for accurate
results and the associated coupling between them.
Utilisation of, for example, complex conjugate gradient
and fast Fourier transform algorithms, can however
help address such issues [74]. The discrete dipolemethod
furthermore, cannot simulate conducting materials
well, which generally have large refractive indices.

4.3. Rigorous numerical methods

A number of rigorous calculation tools exist, with the
finite element method (FEM) [75,76], the method of
moments (MOM) [77] and the finite difference time
domain (FDTD) method [78] among the most popular.
More recently, new techniques have also been devel-
oped including a Green’s tensor formalism [79] and
rigorous coupled wave theory [80,81], which all derive
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from Maxwell’s equations. It is unfortunately beyond
the scope of this article to discuss each of these
methods in detail; however, it should be noted that in
terms of determining the image field structure in a
given microscope, any method can be used. A brief
explanation and discussion of the FDTD method will,
however, be given as an example of relevant consid-
erations due to its popularity.

The FDTD is a popular technique, partly due to
the ease with which it can be implemented in compar-
ison to alternative methods. This simplicity stems, not
only from the algorithm itself, but also the natural
manner in which it can be mapped into a practical
code. FDTD methods are also particularly memory
efficient and consequently capable of modelling scat-
tering from larger aperiodic structures than the MOM
and Green’s tensor method, or of comparable size to
the FEM method. That said, the FEM can suffer from
stability problems arising from matrix inversion, an
issue that does not arise when using the FDTD
method. Furthermore, the FDTD method calculates
both the electric and magnetic field vectors simulta-
neously, hence circumventing the need for further
calculations should both field quantities be deemed
of interest.

Naturally the FDTD method does however suffer
from a number of drawbacks. For example, the FDTD
method is inherently a time domain method and thus
problems and complications can arise when modelling
dispersive media. Additionally, the FDTD method
employs a regular orthogonal sampling grid, which is
less suited to the the modelling of complex objects,
since the typical resolution of object features is limited
by the grid spacing. Curved and sloping surfaces must
also be approximated by a staircase function, a feature
that can only be avoided by using the FEM or MOM,
since these methods allow for use of an irregular grid.

Computationally, the FDTD method iteratively
solves the curl equations

r � E ¼ ��
@H

@t
, ð68aÞ

r �H ¼ �Eþ �
@E

@t
, ð68bÞ

where � is the conductivity and � is the permittivity
tensor of the scattering region. It is, however, necessary
to discretise the equations, which for the FDTD
method is achieved using a Yee discretision [82] in
which an indexing system (i, j, k) denotes the position
(iDx, jDy, kDz), where Dx, Dy and Dz are the separation
of sample points in the directions of the coordinate
axes. A typical separation of sample points is �/20.
A discretisation in the time domain is also required in
which the time steps are Dt and are indexed by n.

Electric and magnetic fields are, however, calculated
one half time step (Dt/2) out of sync. Using this
discretisation scheme Yee has shown that the partial
differential Equations (68) can be approximated to
second order by means of difference equations of the
form

Enþ1=2
x ði, jþ 1=2, kþ 1=2Þ

¼ 	ði, jþ 1=2, kþ 1=2ÞEn�1=2
x

� ði, jþ 1=2, kþ 1=2Þ þ 
ði, jþ 1=2, kþ 1=2Þ

�
Hn

zði, jþ 1, kþ 1=2Þ �Hn
zði, j, kþ 1=2Þ

Dy

� 
ði, jþ 1=2, kþ 1=2Þ

�
Hn

yði, jþ 1=2, kþ 1Þ �Hn
yði, jþ 1=2, kÞ

Dz
ð69Þ

and similarly for other field electric and magnetic field
components. 	 and 
 are functions of Dt and the
material properties � and �. Before numerical calcula-
tions are possible it is necessary to terminate the
computational domain. Commonly this is achieved by
specification of a boundary condition over the outer
domain of the region of interest [83–85]. For open
region scattering problems, a perfectly matched layer
(PML) [86], which is a layer of absorbing material with
a very low reflection coefficient, can be used. Upon
specification of an incident field it is possible then to
calculate the scattered field at all positions and time by
iteration. Whilst it is possible to use an analytic
specification of the incident field to determine the
incident field at all points and time in the computation
domain [87], this can frequently prove computationally
expensive and is often eschewed in favour of more
approximate methods, such as specifying the field over
a single plane near the sample [87]. Frequently, pulsed
illuminations are also used to limit computation in the
time domain. The scattered field at the central wave-
length of the pulse can then be calculated be means of
a Fourier analysis.

By way of example, optical data storage (ODS) is
briefly considered. To date, advances in ODS technol-
ogy have been realised by successive increases in the
NA of the illumination optics (0.45, 0.6, and 0.85 for
CD, DVD and Blu-ray, respectively) and decreases in
the wavelength of light employed (780, 650 and 405 nm
for CD, DVD and Blu-ray, respectively), resulting in a
decrease in the focal spot size and hence data densities
achievable. Potential improvements in ODS via NA
increase and wavelength reduction are, however, now
reaching their limits. For improvements beyond those
achievable using immersion lenses, recourse must be
made to alternative strategies, such as multiplexing in
which a single pit can store more than a single bit of
information. For example, the form birefringence
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inherent in asymmetric scatterers allows information
to be encoded in the orientation of a data pit and
read out using the polarisation state of light. One such
asymmetric data pit is shown in Figure 6(a)
(reproduced from [88]). Rigorous scattering
calculations were performed for two such pit structures
oriented at different angles, when illuminated with a
tightly focused linearly polarised beam (a Blu-ray
specification for the illumination optics was assumed).
Scattered intensity distributions, shown in Figure 6,
exhibit a significant dependence upon the angle of the
edge within the pit, thus demonstrating the viability of
such pits for data multiplexing. Furthermore,
scattered distributions are seen to differ significantly
from that of a single dipole, despite the subwavelength
dimensions assumed for the pit, hence demonstrating
the need for more accurate scattering tools in this
domain. Theoretical, calculations of this nature prove
vital in the development of new ODS technology,
for instance.

To conclude this section, brief consideration is
given to scattering calculations when an extended
sample is illuminated with partially coherent and
partially polarised light, as was discussed earlier in
Section 3.4 (it should be noted that a point scatterer
will always give rise to a spatially coherent scattered
field). Whilst a partially coherent, partially polarised
illumination implies a statistical treatment of scattering
is needed, the coherent methods discussed above can
fortunately be employed. In particular, a coherent
scattering calculation can be performed for each
coherent mode present in the illumination field. The
resulting CSDM of the scattered field can then be
determined by summing the ‘scattered’ coherent modes
in a similar fashion to Equation (62). Unfortunately
scattering calculations of this nature require significant
computational time, particularly for highly incoherent
light, and hence no numerical examples will be
presented here or in the following discussion on
imaging.

5. Imaging

It is in this section that attention is now given to the
calculation of the field structure in the image space
of an imaging system. Principally, the input into such
a calculation is the scattered field calculated in the
preceding section. Whilst imaging of arbitrary
electromagnetic fields is possible, as will be covered
in Section 5.3, it is necessary to initially consider
simpler source fields. Simplest of the cases to be
considered will be to image the illumination field, i.e.
assume no object structure is present in the imaging
system, however, calculations will then be extended to
consider the imaging of a dipole field. In turn, imaging
of a single dipole allows imaging of arbitrary fields in a
similar, albeit rigorous, fashion to the discrete dipole
approximation.

5.1. No specimen

To highlight the importance of using a vectorial
analysis in high NA systems. the imaging properties
of a polarising microscope is studied when no sample is
present. The vectorial ray tracing developed thus far is
sufficient to consider such a scenario. Consider for
example the optical system shown in Figure 7(a) in
which a uniformly x-polarised beam eE0 ¼ ð1, 0, 0Þ is
focused and collected by identical high NA lenses.
An analyser oriented at an angle � to the x-axis, is then
placed in the back focal plane of the objective lens, the
effect of which can be described by the generalised
Jones matrix LP(�). The field structure directly after
the analyser is then given by [23]eE1 ¼ LP �R

�1
� L
�1
� It2 �R �R

�1
� L � It1 �R �eE0 ð70Þ

¼ LP �

Tþ þ T� cos 2�
T� sin 2�

0

0@ 1A ð71Þ

 

(b) (c)(a)

Figure 6. (a) Asymmetric pit structure, exhibiting form birefringence, suitable for polarisation multiplexing in ODS applications.
(b)–(c) Scattered intensity distributions as determined using a rigorous FDTD code for differently oriented pit structures
(see inset) (from [88]). Reproduced with permission. (The colour version of this figure is included in the online version of the
journal.)
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where T�¼ (tp1tp2� ts1ts2) such that the intensity
distribution is given by [23]

I1 ¼ ðsin � þ cos �Þ2
½Tþ þ T� cos 2��

� cos � þ T� sin 2� sin �
2: ð72Þ

Importantly, it is noted that the intensity distribution
in this case is non-uniform (despite the uniform
illumination) due to the polarisation dependent trans-
mission properties of the lens. The resulting charac-
teristic Maltese cross pattern [21] for an analyser
oriented perpendicular to the angle of illumination
polarisation is shown in Figure 7(b), where total
extinction may be naively expected. Figure 7(c) shows
the resulting intensity distribution for �¼ 85 for
comparison. Experimental verification of this result
can be found in, for example [23]. The consequence of
a non-zero extinction will be further considered in
Section 6.

It should be noted that a transmission geometry is
assumed throughout this work, yet reflection

geometries are frequently employed in optical micro-
scopes. Whilst fundamentally the ray tracing concept is
valid and can be adopted in modelling of reflection
type imaging systems, some subtleties arise with
regards to the coordinate systems used to describe
ray directions. Accordingly, slight variations in the
forms of the following (and preceding) equations
occur. Exact details will not be given here, for the
sake of clarity and consistency, however, it is impor-
tant for any modeller to be aware of the geometry
of their system. The assumption of a transmission
geometry will thus be maintained. The reader is
referred to [89,90], for examples of modelling reflection
geometries.

5.2. Single dipole/point scatterer

Electric and magnetic dipoles play a pivotal role in
vectorial imaging [89,91]. For example the vectorial
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Figure 7. (a) Polarising microscope in which an analyser set at an angle � is placed in the back focal plane of the collector lens.
Red arrows show polarisation direction for some typical rays, assuming an x polarised illumination. Lenses are assumed to be
identical. (b) Maltese cross intensity distribution seen just after the analyser for �¼ 90 and (c) �¼ 85. (The colour version of
this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)
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Green’s tensors are related to dipole sources [79].
Furthermore, electric dipole emitters represent a good
model for single molecules, which are currently
receiving much attention in the literature, e.g.
[92–95]. Due to their importance, the preceding
theory will now be applied to the problem of imaging
a single electric dipole. Imaging of a single magnetic
dipole will also be considered since this will prove to be
critical in the imaging of arbitrary field distributions as
discussed in the next section. To do so, the simple
transmission geometry of Figure 1 is assumed, where
the collector and detector lens have numerical aper-
tures NA¼ sin 	 and NAd¼ sin 	d, respectively. Both
lenses will also be assumed ideal such that Fresnel
transmission is neglected for simplicity. The dipole,
with moment p¼ (px, py, pz) is assumed to lie on the
optical axis in the front focal plane of the first lens,
whilst the detector is placed in the focal plane of the
second lens.

The field distribution arising from the radiating
dipole source on a sphere located in the pupil of the
first lens at infinity, can be found by considering the
far-field distribution of an electric and magnetic dipole,
as given by Equations (64) and (67), respectively, with
s¼ (sin � cos�, sin � sin�, cos �)T. The exponential
terms are, however, constant over a sphere and
can hence be dropped. Applying the inverse of
Equation (9), whereby eEð�,�Þ ¼ Q

�1
ð�,�Þ � eð�,�Þ,

gives the collimated field originating from an electric
dipole after the collector lens as

eEð�,�Þ ¼ 1

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos�
p

�

ðq1þq2 cos2�Þpxþq2 sin2�py�q3 cos�pz

q2 sin2�pxþðq1�q2 cos2�Þpy�q3 sin�pz

0

0BBB@
1CCCA,
ð73Þ

where qi(�) are given by Equation (11).
Refocusing of the collimated field gives rise to a

field, Ed(qd¼ (�d, ’d, zd)), in the image plane as can be
found by evaluation of the Debye–Wolf diffraction
integral. The calculations are very similar to those
presented in Section 3 and are therefore omitted here
for brevity. Full exposition can, however, be found in
[96,91] where it is shown that

where

KA
0 ¼

ð	d
0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �d
cos �

r
sin �d ð1þ cos � cos �d ÞJ0ðk�d sin �d Þ

� exp½ikzd cos �d �d�d ð75aÞ

KB
0 ¼

ð	d
0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �d
cos �

r
sin2 �d sin �J0ðk�d sin �d Þ

� exp½ikzd cos �d �d�d ð75bÞ

KA
1 ¼

ð	d
0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �d
cos �

r
sin �d sin � cos �J1ðk�d sin �d Þ

� exp½ikzd cos �d �d�d ð75cÞ

KB
1 ¼

ð	d
0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �d
cos �

r
sin2 �d cos �J1ðk�d sin �d Þ

� exp½ikzd cos �d �d�d ð75dÞ

KA
2 ¼

ð	d
0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �d
cos �

r
sin �d ð1� cos � cos �d ÞJ2ðk�d sin �d Þ

� exp½ikzd cos �d �d�d: ð75eÞ

These K integrals can be evaluated numerically when

complemented with the aplanatic condition sin �¼ 

sin �d, where 
¼ fd/f is the magnification of the

imaging system as determined by the ratio of the

focal lengths f and fd of the two lenses. If the second

focusing lens is of a low NA, as is often the case, then it

is possible to approximate Equation (74) since

KA
1 � KB

0 � 0. This will be assumed henceforth.
As an example the image field arising from an

electric dipole with moment p¼ (1, 0, 0) has been

calculated assuming the setup and parameters outlined

for the system of Figure 1. Figure 8 shows the

magnitude of the Cartesian field components E in the

focal plane. Again the effect of the high NA lenses can

be seen by the generation of non-zero Ey and Ez field

components, although the Ez component is small by

virtue of the assumption of a low NA detector lens.
For a magnetic dipole a similar analysis (assuming

a low NA detector lens) can be followed [89] which

yields

Ed ðqd Þ ¼

pyðK
A
0 þ KA

2 cos 2’d Þ � pxK
A
2 sin 2’d

pyK
A
2 sin 2’d � pxðK

A
0 � KA

2 cos 2’d Þ
2ið px sin ’d � py cos ’d ÞK

B
1

0@ 1A,
ð76Þ

Ed ðqd Þ ¼

pxðK
A
0 þ KA

2 cos 2’d Þ þ pyK
A
2 sin 2’d þ 2ipzK

A
1 cos’d

pxK
A
2 sin 2’d þ pyðK

A
0 � KA

2 cos 2’d Þ þ 2ipzK
A
1 sin ’d

�2ið px cos ’d þ py sin ’d ÞK
B
1 � 2pzK

B
0

0BB@
1CCA, ð74Þ
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where

KA
0 ¼

ð	d
0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �d
cos �

r
sin �d ðcos � þ cos �d ÞJ0ðk�d sin �d Þ

� exp½ikzd cos �d �d�d ð77aÞ

KB
1 ¼

ð	d
0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �d
cos �

r
sin2 �dJ1ðk�d sin �d Þ exp½ikzd cos �d �d�d

ð77bÞ

KA
2 ¼

ð	d
0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �d
cos �

r
sin �d ðcos � � cos �d ÞJ2ðk�d sin �d Þ

� exp½ikzd cos �d �d�d: ð77cÞ

In a similar fashion to Section 3.2, samples are

frequently embedded into stratified media. As such it is

necessary to incorporate out-propagation through such

a structure. As with the treatment in Section 3.2, this

problem can be approached by tracing individual rays

through the optical system (see [25] and [32] for a full

discussion). The media are labelled such that the dipole

is embedded in the Nth medium in which the wave

number is kN, and such that the medium index decreases

with further distance from the dipole, such that the last

medium has refractive index n1. The interface between

the jth and (j� 1)th interface is located at z¼ hj�1, whilst

the geometric focus of the collector lens is again taken to

lie at the origin.
Calculation of the image of an embedded dipole

reduces to calculating the field in the front focal plane

of the detector lens eEd ð�d,�Þ. Whilst the theory

developed in Section 3 could then be used to calculate

the field structure in the focal region of the detec-

tor lens, by first determining the geometrical

approximation to the field on the Gaussian reference
sphere, which is then input into the Debye–Wolf
integral, if the detector lens is a low NA lens
conventional Fourier theory can be used. As such,
the field in the focal plane of the detector lens (or
detector plane) is given simply by the component-wise
Fourier transform of eEd ð�d,�Þ, i.e.

Ed ðqd Þ ¼ �
ikd f

2�

ðð
�d

eEd ðsd Þ expðikd sd � qd Þ

� expðik0�Þ dsdx dsdy ð78Þ

where �¼ nNsNzhN�1� n1s1zh1 again accounts for
propagation from the dipole to the Nth interface and
in the 1st medium. Immediately it is thus seen that the
longitudinal field component will be identically zero in
the detector plane, since eEdz ¼ 0, as is a good approx-
imation to reality under a paraxial approximation.

Accounting for Fresnel transmission at each
interface of the stratified media yieldseEd ðsd Þ ¼

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos�
p

R
�1
ð�Þ �Lð�1Þ

�1
� I
0
ðN�1Þ �PðNÞð�NÞ �Rð�Þ � eð�N,�Þ

ð79Þ

where e(�,�) is defined by Equations (64) and (67). The
dashed notation on the matrix I

0 denotes propagation
of a wave from the dipole to the lens as opposed to
transmission of light from the lens to the dipole as
denoted earlier by undashed quantities. Caution must
be taken here to ensure that the correct Fresnel
transmission coefficients are used.

Upon substituting Equation (79) into Equation
(78) and performing the analytic integration over the
azimuthal angle � in an analogous manner to Section 3
it is found that

EE
d ð�dÞ ¼

pxðK
E
0 þ KE

2 cos 2’d Þ þ pyK
E
2 sin 2’d � 2ipzK

E
1 cos ’d

pxK
E
2 sin 2’d þ pyðK

E
0 � KE

2 cos 2’d Þ � 2ipzK
E
1 sin’d

0

0B@
1CA ð80Þ
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Figure 8. (a)–(c) Absolute magnitude of the Cartesian field components (Ex,Ey,Ez) in the focal plane of the imaging setup of
Figure 1, as seen when imaging an electric dipole with moment p¼ (1, 0, 0). Fields have been normalised such that the peak
intensity is unity. (The colour version of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)
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and

where the superscripts E and M denote the electric and
magnetic dipole case, respectively, and

KE
0 ¼

ð	
0

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �1
p ðT 0s þ T 0p cos �NÞ sin 2�1J0ðk1�d sin �1Þ

� expð�ik1zd cos �1Þ expðik0�Þd�1 ð82aÞ

KE
1 ¼

ð	
0

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �1
p T 0p sin �N sin 2�1J1ðk1�d sin �1Þ

� expð�ik1zd cos �1Þ expðik0�Þd�1 ð82bÞ

KE
2 ¼

ð	
0

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �1
p ðT 0s � T 0p cos �NÞ sin 2�1J2ðk1�d sin �1Þ

� expð�ik1zd cos �1Þ expðik0�Þd�1 ð82cÞ

and

KM
0 ¼

ð	
0

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �1
p ðT 0p þ T 0s cos �NÞ sin 2�1J0ðk1�d sin �1Þ

� expð�ik1zd cos �1Þ expðik0�Þd�1 ð83aÞ

KM
1 ¼

ð	
0

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �1
p T 0s sin �N sin 2�1J1ðk1�d sin �1Þ

� expð�ik1zd cos �1Þ expðik0�Þd�1 ð83bÞ

KM
2 ¼

ð	
0

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos �1
p ðT 0p � T 0s cos �NÞ sin 2�1J2ðk1�d sin �1Þ

� expð�ik1zd cos �1Þ expðik0�Þd�1: ð83cÞ

Here zd denotes the distance from the stratified
medium to the lens.

5.3. Arbitrary fields

Given the scattered field from an object, as may be
calculated via the methods discussed in Section 4, it is
possible to calculate the appropriate image in a similar
fashion to that of a single dipole. To see this use is
made of another vectorial diffraction integral:

EðrÞ ¼
1

2�
r �

ðð
S

n� ESðr
0Þ
expðikrÞ

r
dS ð84Þ

where r 0 denotes a position of a planar surface S with
normal n directed towards the half space containing
the point described by position vector r and r¼ jr� r 0j.
ES(r

0) denotes the field distribution on S. All sources

and sinks are assumed to lie in the half space not

containing r. This diffraction integral can be derived

directly from Maxwell’s equations, assuming that E

satisfies the vectorial radiation condition [25]. Such a

derivation was performed, for example, by Török [25].

Karczewski and Wolf also provided a similar deriva-

tion, from which the name ‘m-theory’ derives; however,

they assumed that S represented a finite-sized aperture.
If the order of differentiation and integration is

interchanged in Equation (84) it can be shown [89] that

Equation (84) can be rewritten in the form

EðrÞ ¼
ik

2�

ðð
S

r� ðn� ESðr
0ÞÞ

expðikrÞ

r2
dS ð85Þ

in the far field. Whilst this integral will not be used to

directly calculate the image of an arbitrary field it does

provide significant insight to allow the earlier methods

to be used. Specifically, Equation (85) reveals that each

point r 0 on S, can be considered as the source of a

secondary spherical wave with a polarisation of

r� (n�ES(r
0)). Comparison of this field distribution

with that of a magnetic dipole discussed in Section 5.2

shows that the secondary point sources are equivalent

to magnetic dipoles with dipole moment given by

n�ES(r
0).

Consider then the image of an off-axis dipole in a

stratified medium. Displacement of a dipole to an off-

axis position qdp¼ (�dp, ’dp, 0)
T can be modelled by

assuming shift invariance of the imaging system [89].

Shift invariant imaging can, for example, be achieved

by use of highly corrected 4f imaging systems. Given

the preceding arguments, final calculation of the image

of an arbitrary field distribution can now be

approached. To do so requires the image of each

equivalent magnetic dipole in Equation (85) to be

calculated and then the resulting image field structure

from each superposed coherently, such that

Eðqd Þ ¼
ik0
2�

ðð
S

Eon�axis
d ðqd � 
qdp, n� EðqdpÞÞ dqdp

ð86Þ

where the explicit dependence on the dipole moment

(n�E(qdp)) and the position in object space has been

given. Practical implementation of Equation (86) will

involve a discretisation of the integral and thus is

similar to a discrete-dipole treatment, however, the

foundations of Equation (86) are built on a more

EM
d ð�dÞ ¼

pyðK
M
0 þ�K

M
2 cos 2’d Þ þ pxK

M
2 sin 2’d � 2ipzK

M
1 cos ’d

pyK
M
2 sin 2’d � pxðK

M
0 þ KM

2 cos 2’d Þ þ 2ipzK
M
1 sin ’d

0

0B@
1CA ð81Þ
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rigorous basis and differ since magnetic dipoles are

considered as opposed to electric dipole emitters.

5.4. Approximate forms of imaging integrals

As with the focusing I integrals it may be desirable to

approximate the imaging K integrals (Equations (75)),

if they are to be calculated many times. This is again

possible following the procedure set out in Section 3.5.

Ultimately it is found

KA
0 ¼ AA

0

2J1ðk� sin 	Þ

k� sin 	

� �
, ð87aÞ

KB
0 ¼ AB

0

J2ðk� sin 	Þ

k� sin 	

� �
, ð87bÞ

KA
1 ¼ AA

1

J3ðk� sin 	Þ

2k� sin 	

� �
, ð87cÞ

KB
1 ¼ AB

1

2J2ðk� sin 	Þ

ðk� sin 	Þ2
�
J3ðk� sin	Þ

k� sin	

� �
, ð87dÞ

KA
2 ¼ AA

2

J2ðk� sin 	Þ

k� sin 	

� �
: ð87eÞ

Unfortunately, analytic determination of the normal-
isation coefficients Ak

j is in general not possible, and
hence must be determined numerically. They will, in
general, have a dependence on the NA of the objective
and detector lens.

6. Detection

Detection constitutes the final stage in any imaging
system and it is here that this stage is now considered.
A number of alternative detection configurations exist,
such as so-called conventional and confocal setups [97].
Polarimetric detection is also growing in popularity
and is frequently employed in astronomy, biomedical
diagnosis and material studies [98–100] for example.

6.1. Conventional and confocal detection

Conventional microscopy images a large area of
a sample in a single measurement such that each
point is imaged in parallel. Accordingly, if a CCD were
placed in the image plane of the objective lens a whole
image could be obtained in a single instant. Frequently,
however, a sequential imaging paradigm, in which an
image is built up pixel by pixel can prove more flexible
and is thus commonly used. Consider then the scan-
ning configurations depicted in Figure 9. In Figure 9(a)

Type I

Type II

Source

Objective lens
Object Detector

Collector lens(a) (b)

(c) Collector lens

Coherent
detector

(d)

Point
detector

(e)

Figure 9. Different imaging system geometries following [97].
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a point source is imaged onto a sample, which
transmits part of the incident light. A large area
detector is also placed behind the sample that produces
an output current proportional to the total intensity of
light incident upon it. For each sample position,
a single intensity reading is taken, so as to build up
the total image by raster scanning the sample position.
Equivalently, a second lens can be placed after the
sample so as to either collimate, or image, the
transmitted light onto a wide area detector as shown
in Figure 9(b) and (c), respectively. Since the resulting
image is proportional to the incident intensity, this
detection configuration is frequently termed incoherent
detection. It has also been shown for paraxial systems
that a so-called Type 1 scanning microscope possesses
the same imaging properties as a conventional micro-
scope [101] and hence is frequently, albeit rather
misleadingly, termed a conventional microscope.

If, instead of a large area detector a single point
detector is used, or equivalently a pinhole placed
(or imaged) in front of the large detector (Figure 9(d ))
the image built up is sensitive to the amplitude of the
transmitted light [102]. By analogy to Figure 9(b) if the
wide area detector is a coherent detector, i.e. field
sensitive, the same result is achieved as shown sche-
matically in Figure 9(e). Coherent detectors can
practically be implemented by focusing light into a
single-mode fibre.

In general, confocal microscopes provide better
optical resolution than conventional microscopes. This
can heuristically be understood by noting that in a
conventional microscope out-of-focus planes in a
sample contribute to the in-focus image, giving rise
to a blurred image. Confocal microscopes, however,
reject these out-of-focus planes (i.e. give an optical
section of the sample) to produce clearer, higher
resolution images.

Following the preceding discussion it is possible to
determine the readout signal for both a conventional
and confocal imaging system (denoted with subscripts
conv and conf, respectively) such that

Iconv ¼

ð2�
0

ð	d
0

Ed ðqd Þ
 2sin �d d�dd� ð88aÞ

Iconf ¼

ð2�
0

ð	d
0

Ed ðqd Þ sin �d d�dd�

 2 ð88bÞ

where integration is performed over the exit pupil of
the detector lens (it should be noted that integration
could equivalently be performed over the exit pupil of
the collimating lens or after the sample over the
Gaussian reference sphere). The physical basis for the
difference between Equations (88) is perhaps easiest
to understand by considering the geometries of

Figure 9(b) and 9(e), however, each geometry is
equivalent.

Returning to the earlier example of a simple
polarising microscope, given above in Section 5.1, the
different properties of confocal and conventional can
be investigated in the absence of a sample.
Respectively, these configurations can be modelled
using the 4f system shown in Figure 7, where a large
detector is now placed immediately after the analysers.
Noting that the action of the analyser gives a fully
polarised field, a scalar treatment can be used.
Consequently the field incident on the detector is
given by [23]

Uað�,�Þ ¼ ðsin � þ cos �Þð½Tþ þ T� cos 2��

� cos � þ T� sin 2� sin �Þ: ð89Þ

Substituting Equation (89) into Equations (88) yields
(dropping a constant multiplier)

Iconv ¼ 2 cos2 �

ð	2
0

TþJ0ðk�d sin �Þ sin 2�d�

	 
2
þ

ð	2
0

T�J2ðk�d sin �Þ sin 2�d�

	 
2
ð90aÞ

and

Iconf ¼ cos2 �

ð	2
0

TþJ0ðk�d sin �Þ sin 2�d�

	 
 2: ð90bÞ
Equations (90) allow the detector signal to be

estimated for both incoherent and coherent polarisa-
tion microscopes with a linearly polarised illumination.
Both configurations are seen to exhibit the familiar
cos2� dependence on the analyser orientation, however
the incoherent configuration gives rise to a background
term, which increases as the NA of the collector lens
increases. In practice, this background appears as a
depolarisation of the light. In general it can hence
prove difficult to distinguish depolarisation induced by
a sample from that introduced by use of high NA lens.
Confocal setups do not suffer this problem if ideal
polarisers are used. A more general treatment of
polarising microscopes in which arbitrary illumination
states and polarisation state analysers are used can be
found in [23]. A discussion of geometries of the form of
Figure 9(d ) with non-pointlike detectors is also
considered.

6.2. Polarimetric detection

Polarimetric detection, is similar in some respects to
the polarisation microscope discussed above, in the
sense that polarised light is passed through an analyser
and an image taken. Nevertheless, polarimetric
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detection inherently contains greater information since

the previous examples consider forming the image for a

single given polarisation state (as set by the analyser

orientation), whilst polarimetric detection instead gives

an image in which the complete polarisation state

of the light incident onto the detector is known.

To measure the complete state of light, multiple

measurements must be taken, so as to uniquely

determine all the polarisation parameters. Consider,

for example, the division of amplitude polarimeter

(DOAP), as originally proposed by Azzam [103] and

shown in Figure 10(a). Light incident into the DOAP is

divided into four different detection arms in which

different analysers are placed.
Each detector hence records an intensity that is

proportional to the projection of the incident polarisa-

tion state onto a basis measurement state, given by

Iconv, j ¼

ðð
Sd

TjEd ðqd Þ
 2dqd ð91aÞ

Iconf, j ¼

ðð
Sd

TjEd ðqdÞ dqd

 2 ð91bÞ

where Tj represents the generalised Jones matrix for

the analyser in the jth detection arm.
Although measurement of the state of polarisation

of light is in itself informative, polarimetric techniques

are also frequently used to obtain polarisation depen-

dent properties of a sample, such as its birefringence.

This domain is commonly known as Mueller matrix

polarimetry. Therefore, to extend Equations (91)

consider inputting a homogeneously polarised beam

into a high NA microscope. Each position on the

entrance pupil of the illuminating lens gives rise to a

different plane wave incident upon the sample as

discussed in Section 3. Each of these plane waves in

turn scatters and gives rise to a spectrum of plane

waves propagating from the sample. The resulting,

total spectrum of scattered plane waves is, in essence,

the same as the field over the reference sphere of the

collector lens (see Sections 4 and 5). It is then possible

to relate the field distribution eE0ð�0,�0Þ in the entrance

pupil of the microscope to that in the exit pupil plane

of the collector lens, eEd ð�d,�d Þ via the equation

eEd ð�d,�d Þ ¼

ð2�
0

ð	
0

Jð�0,�0, �d,�d ÞeE0ð�0,�0Þ sin �0d�0d�0

ð92Þ

where J(�0, �0, �d, �d) is known as the Jones pupil [104].
It is, however, unusual to work with field vectors in

polarimetry, since they are not directly measurable.

Instead Stokes vectors, denoted S¼ (S0, S1, S2, S3)
T

where Sj are known as the Stokes parameters,

are often used in preference. Each Stokes parameter

in turn can be considered as giving the difference in
intensity of horizontal and vertical polarised compo-

nents in a beam, the difference in intensity of compo-
nents polarised at �45 and finally the difference in
intensity of right- and left-handed circularly polarised

components of the beam. In analogy to Equation (92),
it is possible to relate the illumination Stokes vector to

the distribution in the exit pupil of the collector lens via

eSd ð�d,�d Þ ¼

ð2�
0

ð	
0

Mð�0,�0,�d,�d ÞeS0ð�0,�0Þsin�0d�0d�0

ð93Þ

where M(�0,�0, �d,�d) is known as the Mueller pupil.

Consideration of Equations (91)–(93) shows (see [105])
that the intensity detected by each detector is depen-

dent on the average of the Jones (Mueller) pupil if a
confocal (conventional) configuration is used and
hence different imaging properties result. The practical

implications will, in general, depend on the sample,
however standard behaviour can be determined. For
example, Jones matrices are capable of representing a

phase change induced by a sample, whilst Mueller
matrices are not. This effect implies that confocal

Mueller matrix polarimeters will be more sensitive to
samples with an optical retardation. Averaging per-
formed by the setup furthermore means that neither

setup is suitable for measuring highly symmetric
polarisation distributions. Finally, it can be seen via

the discussions in Sections 5.1 and 6.1 that a non-
uniform distribution is generated by the use of high
numerical aperture optics. Whilst for confocal setups

this symmetry can fortunately negate detrimental
effects and can even be utilised (see, for example

[95]), in a conventional setup it gives rise to an
apparent depolarisation of the light being measured,
even if light is pointwise fully polarised.

QWP WPGT

GT
BS

BSD4

D2

D3

D1

Figure 10. Schematic of a simple DOAP design proposed by
Azzam [103]. Notation is as follows: BS - beam splitter, WP -
Wollaston prism, QWP - quarter wave plate, GT -Glan
Thompson polariser and D - detector. (The colour version
of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)
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When measuring the polarisation properties of sam-
ples, it will hence not be feasible to distinguish between
system and sample induced depolarisation and hence
careful consideration should be given to depolarising
samples [94].

7. Conclusions

This article was intended to serve as a tutorial for the
modelling of vectorial imaging systems. Accordingly it
was first necessary to formalise the concept of vectorial
ray tracing, which was argued to provide a rigorous
and accurate method to determine the infinite bound-
ary conditions in high numerical aperture focusing and
imaging integrals, such as the Debye–Wolf diffraction
integral. Application of vectorial ray tracing allowed
not only fields of arbitrary polarisation and coherence
properties to be focused through complex stratified
media, but also the development of various modal
representations of a focused field. Modal representa-
tions in turn allow physical insight to be gained into
the focusing operation, improved computational
efficiency and also simple implementation of setups
employing structured illumination. Diffraction inte-
grals can commonly prove burdensome to compute
and, as such, approximate analytic formulae were
presented as an alternative; a high degree of accuracy
was demonstrated.

Interaction of the illumination field with a given
sample structure also plays a vital role in modelling of
imaging systems. Although full consideration of this
topic is beyond the scope of this article, the principles
of an assortment of scattering tools were discussed
briefly, such as the discrete dipole approximation and
the FDTD method. Having calculated the field scat-
tered from a sample (by whatever method is selected),
it is then necessary to propagate this field through the
remainder of the imaging system. It was shown that
this can be achieved by considering a continuous array
of equivalent magnetic dipoles. Given the shift invari-
ant imaging properties of many optical systems this
can easily be determined once the image of a single
dipole is known. Results were hence also given in this
vein, with accompanying approximations that can be
made. Finally, the importance of polarisation effects
was highlighted by consideration of a simple polarising
microscope in which non-uniform and non-zero inten-
sities were seen for certain analyser configurations,
in contrast to intuitive expectations.

Ultimately, in any experimental setup, measure-
ments must be taken. The form of the output signal
however depends on the imaging modality employed.
For example, confocal microscopy was seen to produce
a signal that is dependent on the spatial average of the

electric field, whilst conventional microscopy yields an
output dependent on the average of the intensity.
Extending such considerations to a polarimetric detec-
tion, it was also argued that depolarisation can be
introduced for a conventional polarimetric detection,
in addition to the loss of phase sensitivity.
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